TOP SECRET

1. Litvinov 101862
2. Free men with VCS
3. For at State
4. Free men - State
5. Surveillance - how do we without war combine
   { how to handle in press speech } defense to CIA
6. Approach to KGB - State
7. Ellsby -
8. Evidence of RBMs - Defense
9. Handling of UN & OAS - State
10. Blockade arrangement - VCS (keep shorn to very few)
    problems aircraft Ensign Type Hype Berlin blocked)
11. Press Statement - Sorensen
12. Response to Berlin Blockade (Rumley & Hylte)
13. Defense of Guantanamo & South East Florida - VCS
14. Military Preparation - VCS & OSD
15. Armada Situation - Altygen & Sorensen
16. Degree & timing of blockade - Hylte & Rumley